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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In agreement with unCoVer’s Dissemination and Exploitation Plan (D5.1), the team strives so
that results and outputs can be widely disseminated to the designated and appropriate target
groups identified. To this end, appropriate communication channels and tools are necessary.
One of the most impactful strategies for communication is via the project’s dedicated website.
This deliverable deals with the creation, organization and curation of the unCoVer website.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Objectives, scope and content of the Deliverable
This deliverable marks the creation of the unCoVer website. It will focus the process used for
creating the website, its most relevant traits and the process by which the website will be
maintained and updated throughout the duration of the project.
2. UNCOVER WEBSITE
2.1 Domain and hosting characteristics
The domain of the projects website is www.uncover-eu.net, as decided in the project’s
General Assembly (GA).
It is currently hosted at a Portuguese hosting company (www.dominios.pt) with the following
specifications:
•

15GB SSD

•

2 sub-domains

•

3 databases

•

HTTPS security

•

1vCPU / 1GB RAM

•

IOPS 10MB/s

The website was built based in the Content Management System WordPress and the domain
has been secured for 2 years.
2.2. Website visual identity
The unCoVer website follows the visual identity already presented in D5.1 – Dissemination
and Exploitation Plan, namely font, color schemes and logos (Figure 1).
2.3. Website organization
The website is built as a one-pager dynamic website, in which most contents can be access
from the home page. However, the user may also navigate to dedicated pages.
The sections currently available in the home page can be seen in Figure 1.
This project is funded by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation Programme
under Grant Agreement No 101016216.
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Figure 1 - Homepage of the unCoVer website
Mission: This section presents the specific aims that are to be achieved by unCoVer. It will also
include the composition of all committees and substructures in the unCoVer project.
Events: A calendar-like page where users may find past and future events of the network,
including lectures, seminars, workshops, meetings, among others.
News: The “News” section compiles all the news and posts that are published in the website.
While the homepage only lists the 3 most recent news, the “News” page compiles all past and
present news.
Partners: This page is an extensive list of all the partners that are part of the unCoVer network
(Figure 2). Every time the page is loaded, the order of appearance is arbitrary, so that different
partners are shown. For each partner, a dedicated “identity card” is presented, comprising
information regarding the country of origin, contact person, partner logo and institutional
website (Figure 3).
Resources: The Resources page will in the future host all public documents to be shared by
the network. This includes not only all public deliverables, but also newsletters, job offers or
other content produced by the network.
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Figure 2 - Listing of all consortium partners

Figure 3 - Information presented for each partner
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In the future, when more results are available from other Work Packages (WP), a new section
will be created, tentatively “COVID-19 data”. This new section will feature a web app with
interactive data to be accessible to all users, including sorting by geography, age, gender,
among others.
Other sections of the website include the footer (Figure 4), where users can find the dedicated
email address to contact the network, the European Commission (EC) logo and
acknowledgment with a hyperlink and the addresses/handles for the network’s social media

Figure 4 - Website footer
2.4. Procedure for updating website contents
The website content will be managed and updated by WP5 Leader (UP), using the materials
approved by the Exploitation and Dissemination Committee. For simpler contents, such as
news posts, the approval will come from WP5 Leader.
Future sections to be included, such as the above-mentioned web app, will be implemented
after approval by the GA.
3. CONCLUSION
This document presents the unCoVer website. As a pivotal tool for implementing the
network’s Communication and Dissemination strategy, the website will be continuously
updated and cited in all activities organized by the project.
We intend the website to be a central asset for the project and bring users to interact with it
in a frequent basis, thus maximizing exposure and reach.
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